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In recent years the number of Americans who have decided to handle their own legal affairs without the help of a lawyer has skyrocketed. Ranging from people writing their own wills or drafting a contract to those trying to represent themselves in court, they’re going to public and academic libraries for answers. As both an attorney and a librarian, Healy’s background makes him uniquely qualified to advise library staff on providing users
with the legal information they seek, and in this handbook, he Provides a concise orientation on legal research, including strategies for finding information quickly and a handpicked compendium of the best resources Offers guidance on how to provide advice on legal research while steering clear of liability Covers federal legal reference as well as all 50 states, with a comprehensive list of web-based legal resources Library staff can
provide valuable and ethical legal reference guidance with the practical guidance in this book.
The Business of Being a Lawyer (BBL) is premised on the fact that each of us, as a lawyer, is a business, our own business, whether we work for a law firm, have a solo practice, work in a public interest or government office, or work in a law-related field, we need to know our own balance sheet. What are our assets and liabilities? What are our short-term and long-term business plans? What investments should we make in our business?
Viewing ourselves as a business is more imperative than ever given the volatility of the legal economy. This book covers four topics: (1) Economic trends in the legal profession and what these trends mean for law students and practicing lawyers; (2) Personal financial planning basics and how personal financial planning impacts one's career decisions, (3) Emotional Intelligence (EQ) issues such as recognizing and using one's strengths,
cultivating habits of resilience, and dealing with stress and setbacks, (4) How to be an effective "free agent" throughout one's career (in light of the fact that the average lawyer now changes jobs seven times in a career). The approach of this book is descriptive, readable and practical, with case studies and specific advice.
"A report from National Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence"--Cover.
Selling Your Law Practice: The Profitable Exit Strategy, Including the Fundamentals of Closing a Law Practice
Emotional Intelligence
A Tool Kit for Law School Administrators
Comprehensive Guide to Bar Admission Requirements
Rules for Admission to the Bar in the Several States and Territories of the United States in Force
Why It Can Matter More Than IQ
Roper takes a practical approach to law office management. "Checklists," "How to" features and quotes from practicing paralegals emphasize the " self-management" style of the text. Clear explanations and many illustrations further reinforce chapter material. "Know Your Ethics" sections offer
hypothetical scenarios that pose ethical dilemmas for students to consider. A computer emphasis provides clear coverage of computers and law office management software programs reinforced by hands-on exercise.
This intriguing story of international espionage is filled with twists and turns that will take you around the world. The character development paints a vivid picture of daily lives and motives, for good or ill, that will leaving you loving some and hating others. Justin and Amelia, brought
together by a shared desire to find the source of deformed marine life, will soon find their own lives in jeopardy. But why? By which country? How can their lives ever be normal again? The triangle of countries involved leaves no doubt this is a dangerous and high stakes situation, not only
for Justin and Amelia, but for the world.
LOS ANGELES TIMES BOOK PRIZE FINALIST • NAACP IMAGE AWARD NOMINEE • A “powerful and devastating” (The Washington Post) call to free those buried alive by America’s legal system, and an inspiring true story about unwavering belief in humanity—from a gifted young lawyer and important new voice
in the movement to transform the system. “An essential book for our time . . . Brittany K. Barnett is a star.”—Van Jones, CEO of REFORM Alliance, CNN Host, and New York Times bestselling author Brittany K. Barnett was only a law student when she came across the case that would change her life
forever—that of Sharanda Jones, single mother, business owner, and, like Brittany, Black daughter of the rural South. A victim of America’s devastating war on drugs, Sharanda had been torn away from her young daughter and was serving a life sentence without parole—for a first-time drug
offense. In Sharanda, Brittany saw haunting echoes of her own life, as the daughter of a formerly incarcerated mother. As she studied this case, a system came into focus in which widespread racial injustice forms the core of America’s addiction to incarceration. Moved by Sharanda’s plight,
Brittany set to work to gain her freedom. This had never been the plan. Bright and ambitious, Brittany was a successful accountant on her way to a high-powered future in corporate law. But Sharanda’s case opened the door to a harrowing journey through the criminal justice system. By day she
moved billion-dollar deals, and by night she worked pro bono to free clients in near hopeless legal battles. Ultimately, her path transformed her understanding of injustice in the courts, of genius languishing behind bars, and the very definition of freedom itself. Brittany’s riveting memoir
is at once a coming-of-age story and a powerful evocation of what it takes to bring hope and justice to a system built to resist them both. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY KIRKUS REVIEWS
Postconviction DNA Testing
Who's who in Law
McElroy's Alabama Evidence
Legal Reference for Librarians
Surviving (and Dying) on Your Own Terms in Today's Modern Medical World
Limited Scope Legal Services
The purpose of the tool kit is to provide law school administrators (student service professionals) with a user friendly resource guide to deal with substance abuse issues within their schools.
THE COMPLETE, INFAMOUS IN-HOUSE COUNSELING COLUMNS (SO F AR) AS FEATURED ON ABOVETHELAW.COM AND THEPEOPLESTHERAPIST.COM.
To say that Mobile has a rich history is like saying Nashville has a few musicians. The port city has a rich heritage dating back to the 1700's. The oldest city in Alabama, Mobile has seen the rule of the Spanish, the French, the British, the United States, the Confederacy, and the United States again. Mobile was celebrating Mardi Gras before New Orleans. Some of the last fighting of the Civil War
took place on a hill outside the city, after Appomattox. Baseball stars Henry Aaron and Satchel Paige even played their first games of baseball in the sandlots here.
Way Worse Than Being a Dentist
Mobile and the Eastern Shore
Overcome Adversity to Lead with Authenticity
The Better End
Legal Ethics
Unbundling and the Self-help Client
Despite the acknowledged contribution made by the 20,000 women Reservists who served in the Marine Corps during World War II, there was no thought in 1946 of maintaining women on active duty or, for that matter, even in the Reserve forces. This volume recounts the events that brought about the change in thinking on the part of Marines, both men and women, that led to the integration of
women into the Corps, to the point where they now constitute eight percent of our strength. A History of the Women Marines, 1946-1977 is almost entirely derived from raw files, interviews and conversations, newspaper articles, muster rolls and unit diaries, and materials loaned by Marines. There was no one large body of records available. In the course of the project, more than 300 letters were
written to individuals, several mass mailings were made, and notices soliciting information were printed in all post and station newspapers, Leatherneck, Marine Corps Gazette, Retired Marine, and the newsletters of Marine Corps associations. More than 100 written responses were received and some women Marines generously loaned us personal papers and precious scrapbooks. Especially
helpful in piecing together the events between World War II and the passage of the Women's Armed Services Integration Act were the scrapbooks of former Director of Women Marines Colonel Julia E. Hamblet, and former WR Dorothy M. Munroe. Taped interviews were conducted with 32 women, including former Director of the Women's Reserve Colonel Ruth Cheney Streeter. Researching this
history was a challenge. Women's units were extremely difficult to find. Only those labeled "Women Marine Company" were easily identified. At times, days were spent screening the muster rolls of all the companies of all the battalions on a base looking for one with personnel having feminine first names. More recent unit diaries were even less useful since they are not signed by commanding
officers and initials are used rather than first names. To add to the problem, the Corps had no system that permits a researcher to find a married woman when only her maiden name is known, or vice versa.
Daniel Goleman offers a vital new curriculum for life that can change the future for us and for our children
This guide helps family members and others understand their role as an agent. It provides tips on making financial decisions for someone else as well as protecting assets from fraud and scams. Related products: Check out more products produced by US Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
Accounting for Attorneys
Recommendations for Handling Requests
The Business of Being a Lawyer
A Knock at Midnight
The Art of Mediation
Canons of Ethics
"Lawyer for Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King, Jr., the Montgomery bus boycott, the Tuskegee syphilis study, the desegregation of Alabama schools and the Selma march, and founder of the Tuskegee human and civil rights multicultural center."
Master the hands-on skills you'll need to succeed in a modern law office with INTRODUCTION TO PARALEGALISM, 8e. Ten critical skills are covered in the book: identifying legal issues, breaking rules into elements,applying rules to facts interviewing clients, investigating facts, digesting discovery documents, providing litigation assistance, researching the law, drafting documents, and representing
clients at administrative agencies where authorized by law.Packed with real-life insights and real-world examples,the text helps you understand the ethical guidelines that lawyers and paralegals must follow and covers the efforts underway to regulate the profession in legislatures, courts, bar associations, and paralegal associations. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This workbook is designed for basic mediation training. Authors Scott Hughes, Mark Bennett, and Michele Hermann take NITA's performance-based training for trial lawyers and adapt it to training for mediators. The authors have used these materials extensively in their mediation training classes at law schools and in programs open to the public. The Art of Mediation, Second Edition, sets the
mediation process in context, provides basic definitions, contrasts mediation with other forms of dispute resolution, describes varieties of mediation, and lays out roles and functions of the mediators. The book contains forms that illustrate sample agreements to mediate and final mediation agreements, plus a section containing hypothetical situations for performance training. Reviews "I have used
the first edition of The Art of Mediation in my classes for almost a decade and I definitely intend to use the Second Edition in the future. Students like the book because it is so practical and easy to read. I like it because it presents a variety of perspectives so that students learn that there is no one right or easy way to mediate." — John Lande, Associate Professor and Director, LL.M. Program in
Dispute Resolution, University of Missouri-Columbia School of Law Columbia
A Story of Hope, Justice, and Freedom
Sharp Leadership
Alabama Appellate Practice
Changing the System by the System : the Life and Works of Fred Gray, Preacher, Attorney, Politician
2021 Edition
Bus Ride to Justice
Selling Your Law Practice: The Profitable Exit Strategy, Including Fundamentals of Closing a Law Practice, is a comprehensive guide to the considerations necessary for the sale or closing of a law practice. In it, Edward Poll gives practical advice on the fundamentals of selling or closing your practice. With this guide you can determine,
on a state-by-state basis, whether a sale is permitted and – if so – your state's rules regarding said sale; the ethical questions behind the sale of your practice; and how to evaluate, negotiate, and close the sale. Among other topics, Selling your Law Practice provides real-world guidance on tax implications, the negotiation process, and
notifying those related to your practice – be it clients or staff. Information has also been provided to assist those who find themselves in a situation where a sale is not permissible (or desirable). Includes sample agreements, letters, forms, and financial worksheets, as well as a full listing of state bar rules regarding the sale of a law
practice. The eBook versions of this title feature links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.
Aprende inglés a medida que descubres la riqueza de la cultura estadounidense Construye un efectivo vocabulario en inglés sin la carga de aburridas repeticiones o tediosas memorizaciones con Read & Think English. Dentro encontrarás más de cien fascinantes artículos escritos en inglés sobre cosas tales como los apreciados rituales de
Acción de Gracias o cómo interpretar el lenguaje corporal y la comunicación no verbal. Cada artículo presenta el nuevo vocabulario en negritas dentro del mismo artículo; en los márgenes encontrarás las traducciones. Aprenderás inmediatemente toda palabra que te sea desconocida. Con Read & Think English: Comprenderás el
vocabulario en inglés rápida y fácilmente con la ayuda de las traducciones al español Revisarás y reforzarás el nuevo conocimiento adquirido con preguntas al final de cada capítulo Aprenderás sobre los Estados Unidos, la diversidad de su gente, y sus tradiciones únicas ¡Elimina lo aburrido de aprender un idioma y descubre una
herramienta lingüística innovadora que te mantendrá entretenido/a en tu recorrido hacia el manejo competente del inglés!
Law professor Thomas Jackson McMurtrie literally wrote the book on evidence in the state of Alabama. But when a power-hungry colleague uses a recent run-in between McMurtrie and headstrong student Rick Drake to end his career, he is left unsure what to do next. Meanwhile, a devastating trucking accident in Henshaw, Alabama,
leaves a young family dead. Drake, now a fledgling lawyer, takes the case against the freight carrier and soon begins to uncover the truth behind the tragedy that is buried in a tangled web of arson, bribery, and greed. On the eve of the trial and with his case unraveling in the midst of a dangerous cover-up that threatens to silence his star
witnesses, Drake realizes that only his estranged mentor, Professor McMurtrie, can help him now. With everything to lose and only justice to gain, will McMurtrie and Drake overcome bad blood to defeat a ruthless adversary? Can the Professor turn back the clock and recover all that he's lost?
The Lawyer's Quest for Meaning
Introduction to Paralegalism: Perspectives, Problems and Skills
The Professor
Breakfast of Champions
How and Where to Find the Answers
Appellate Mediation Program

By providing representation for a clearly defined portion of the client's legal needs, such as preparing a legal document or making limited court appearances, lawyers can market their practice to an entirely new client base and give their firm a competitive advantage. The only book available on the topic, Limited Scope Legal Services provides lawyers of all types--from solo to big law--with practical solutions for setting up
unbundling practices in their firms.
The beginnings of the counties of Caldwell, DeWitt, Fayette, Gonzales, Guadalupe, Jackson, Lavaca, Victoria.
Centrarchid fishes, also known as freshwater sunfishes, include such prominent species as the Largemouth Bass, Smallmouth Bass and Bluegill. They are endemic to Eastern North America where they form part of a multi-million dollar sports fishing industry, but they have also been widely introduced around the globe by recreational anglers, in aquaculture programs and by government fisheries agencies. Centrarchid Fishes
provides comprehensive coverage of all major aspects of this ecologically and commercially important group of fishes. Coverage includes diversity, ecomorphology, phylogeny and genetics, hybridization, reproduction, early life history and recruitment, feeding and growth, ecology, migrations, bioenergetics, physiology, diseases, aquaculture, fisheries management and conservation. Chapters have been written by wellknown and respected scientists and the whole has been drawn together by Professors Cooke and Philipp, themselves extremely well respected in the area of fisheries management and conservation. Centrarchid Fishes is an essential purchase for all fish biologists, ecologists, fisheries managers and fish farm personnel who work with centrarchid species across the globe.
Life After Law
Substance Abuse in Law Schools
Practical Law Office Management
A Novel
Read & Think English
Help for Agents Under a Power of Attorney
Carl Sharperson, Jr. takes readers on a journey of how to transition life experiences, good or bad, into leadership opportunities. He shares with transparency how racism, cancer, the United States Naval Academy, The Marine Corps, hiring and firing shaped him into the entrepreneur he is now. From his stories, you will receive
a blueprint for how you, too, can transform¿ ¿your trials to triumph by leading your team, your family, or your business to the next level. Sharp Leadership is for those who: Have been counted out Faced seemingly insurmountable obstaclesFelt stuck in their circumstancesAre unclear about how to navigate corporate
AmericaAre trying to build cohesive military or sports teamsSharp Leadership inspires and offers strategies on how to: Lead from an authentic placeOvercome adversity with sanity Form a tribe of supportersMake every circumstance a learning opportunity
Alabama Appellate Practice is a practice-oriented resource that assists trial attorneys in handling every stage of the appeal process from preserving issues for appeal in an Alabama trial court to filing an application for rehearing in the Supreme Court of Alabama. It provides detailed step-by-step coverage of the appellate
process, including:?Taking and perfecting the appeal?Obtaining appellate review by mandamus? Determining whether a Rule 54(b) certification is sufficient?Positioning an appeal with appellate motions?Staying the judgment during the appeal?Preparing a winning appellate briefTrial litigators will get practical information
about appellate practice in the various Alabama appellate courts from Ed Haden, a proven Alabama appellate attorney with over 20 years of legal experience. Alabama Appellate Practice gives trial attorneys critical information on when and how to file civil, criminal, and administrative appeals. In addition to winning
strategies, checklists, legal analysis, and practical guidance, Alabama Appellate Practice includes citations and discussion of key cases, rules, and procedures necessary to place the merits of a case before an Alabama appellate court.
Alabama Politics in the Twenty-First Century is an expansive and accessible primer on Alabama state politics, past and present, which provides an in-depth appreciation and understanding of the twenty-second state's distinctive political machinery.
Alabama Property Rights and Remedies
Judges Helping Judges
Alabama Politics in the Twenty-First Century
7th Edition
A History of the Women Marines, 1946-1977
Diversity, Biology and Conservation
The 7th edition is authored by Dean Emeritus Charles W. Gamble, Professor Emeritus Robert J. Goodwin, and Terrence W. McCarthy. Judges at all levels and lawyers alike depend on McElroy's Alabama Evidence as the complete and final authority regarding Alabama evidence issues. This 3-volume set
is a must-have research tool for members of the State Bar.
“Marvelous . . . [Vonnegut] wheels out all the complaints about America and makes them seem fresh, funny, outrageous, hateful and lovable.”—The New York Times In Breakfast of Champions, one of Kurt Vonnegut’s most beloved characters, the aging writer Kilgore Trout, finds to his horror that a
Midwest car dealer is taking his fiction as truth. What follows is murderously funny satire, as Vonnegut looks at war, sex, racism, success, politics, and pollution in America and reminds us how to see the truth. “Free-wheeling, wild and great . . . uniquely Vonnegut.”—Publishers Weekly
While modern Americans strive to control nearly every aspect of their lives, many of us abandon control of life's final passage. But the realities of twenty-first-century medicine will allow most of us to have a say in how, when, and where we die, so we need to make decisions here, too.
Through compelling real-life stories and practical guidance, this book helps readers navigate end-of-life care for themselves and their loved ones. The Better End is about hope, empowerment, and inspiration. What we choose for our end-of-life care depends on accurate information and on our
personal values. We need not only to understand new medical advances but also to appreciate the wisdom of humanity's past and present. Dan Morhaim, a practicing physician and Maryland state legislator, guides readers through the medical and legal maze of end-of-life care. He details the care
choices available to patients and explains why living wills and advance directives are a necessity for every American. He tells readers where to find free and readily available living wills and advance directives and why it is so important for everyone—young and old—to complete them. Dr.
Morhaim helps readers keep decisions in their own hands and spare their families the uncertainty and trauma of guessing about their end-of-life wishes. With this book, he breaks down the barriers to a difficult but essential topic, helping readers to open this often avoided discussion with
their loved ones and providing the information and guidance needed to ensure that deeply held values are reflected and honored. -- Montel Williams
Populism to Progressivism in Alabama
The Triangle
Bar Briefs
The Army Lawyer
De Witt Colony of Texas
Centrarchid Fishes
In Life After Law, Edward Poll, a nationally recognized coach, certified management consultant, author, speaker on law practice management, and practitioner with 25 years of law practice experience behind him, offers essential advice on how to successfully move into a post-practice "second season." From preparing to
transition into retirement to what to do with your law practice and beyond, Life After Law guides the reader with a balanced perspective between both the professional and personal aspects a practitioner may face as they shift into their post-practice life. Professional topics include succession plans for practices,
exiting a multi-partner firm, the business of selling a practice and shutting the doors. Life After Law goes one step further, though, and delves into what to do after, including successful financial planning and advice for creating a rewarding post-practice life. Includes sample agreements, letters, attorney to
client advisements, press releases, authorizations and request forms covering aspects of the closing or selling of a law practice. The eBook versions of this title feature links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.
With its practical, hands-on approach to legal ethics, the third edition of LEGAL ETHICS is designed to ensure that readers have a solid grasp of the ethical rules that apply in the legal setting. Comprehensive yet easy to understand, this engaging book provides a thorough and substantive analysis of the major
principles that affect how the practice of law is regulated. Filled with real-life examples of lawyer and non-lawyer instances of misconduct, current and classic case law, and discussions of famous (and infamous) people, this straightforward book brings the material to life and demonstrates how courts interpret and
apply ethical rules to lawyers and their non-lawyer employees. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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